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                        If you are a Content Creator, Influencer or Affiliate join us to earn commissions.
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        Who can register?
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                Micro-Influencer / Creator

                You identify yourself as a content creator who loves to give recommendations and reviews to your loyal followers (minimum 5K).
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                Mega-Influencer

                You are an individual with huge and well-established social media followers, your posts are enough to make your followers want to purchase that item as soon as possible!
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                Affiliate

                You have a Website or Social Media Page that allows you to operate in the fields of Cashback, Deals, Reviews, Email Marketing, Loyalty Programs, Coupons, Price Comparisons, or similar ventures.

            

        

    
    
        
            
                

            

            How does it work?
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                    Register

                    Start working immediately if you are an affiliate or receive approval within a week if you're a content creator / influencer.
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                    Advertise

                    Promote Jumia’s various campaigns and enjoy tracking links up to 7 days as well as discount codes.
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                    Earn

                    Get compensated for your sales with the payment method you choose at the end of every month.

                

            

        

    
    
        
            

        

        What are our partners saying?
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                        I've been working with Jumia since 2016. Jumia is one of the region's most successful ecommerce in
                    Egypt and one of the top companies that focuses on customer satisfaction.
                    I am glad and honoured to have been a part of this journey from the start, and we are still moving forward.

                        Aliaa Hany - Egyptian Influencer
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                        I am very satisfied with my collaboration with Jumia’s professional team and always listening.
                    I am very pleased with the availability of the products and the speed of delivery.
                    My subscribers are always looking for a promotional code, which encourages me to continue to collaborate with great pleasure.

                        Donia Ellouze - Tunisian Creator
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                        We work with the KOL program for quite some time. From the very
                    beginning, it was and still is a very pleasant journey.
                    Their affiliate panel is neat and clear. We can always count on my account manager who is ready to help and resolve all doubts.
                    We are looking forward to the future partnership and We recommend working with Jumia to anyone.

                        Picodi - Global Affiliate Partner

                    

                

            

        

    
    
        What are you waiting for?
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